ALL TIMES EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME

Friday, July 31, 2020 (WEDI 101 Level Set)

WEDI Coffee Kickoff 12:00pm – 12:15pm

Driving Interoperability in Healthcare 12:15pm – 12:45pm
Beth Spears, TIBCO
Sponsored by TIBCO

WEDI 101; The 411 on USCDI 12:45pm – 1:30pm
Lisa Nelson, Max MD and Brett Marquard, Wave One Associates

Concurrent Discussion Sessions: 1:30pm – 2:15pm
Payer Obligations Under Recent HHS Rules within the Context of USCDIs (Room 1)
James Lin and Kelly Tsaur, PWC
Provider Obligations Under Recent HHS Rules within the Context of USCDIs (Room 2)
Dr. Steven Lane, Sutter Health

Networking with Solutions Providers 2:15pm – 2:45pm
Visit our virtual exhibit hall and interact with industry leaders about their unique resources and solutions
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

USCDI Group Report Out 2:45pm – 3:30pm

Record Once and Reuse: An Introduction to the 3:30pm – 4:15pm
Intersection of Clinical and Administrative Data Standards Task Force
Sheryl Turney, HITAC Member, ICAD

Monday, August 3, 2020

Vendor Day (https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/) 12:00pm – 1:00pm
Reserved for WEDI sponsors and solutions providers to answer your questions
Virtual Location TBA
Tuesday, August 4, 2020

Networking with Solutions Providers 11:30am – 12:00pm
Looking for a new product? Have questions about tools and resources? Our virtual exhibit hall is open for you to network with the industry’s leading solutions providers
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

WEDI Coffee Kickoff Sponsored by TIBCO 12:00pm – 12:30pm

So You’ve Got Payments Data Covered, What’s this USCDI Thing in My Patient API? 12:30pm – 1:15pm
John Kelly, edifecs
Sponsored by edifecs

HL7 Accelerator Talk; Gravity, CodeX and Vulcan 1:15pm – 2:15pm
Introduction by Dr. Charles Jaffe, HL7
Evelyn Gallego, EMI Advisors
Steve Bratt, MITRE

Networking with Solutions Providers 2:15pm – 2:45pm
Visit our virtual exhibit hall and interact with industry leaders about their unique resources and solutions
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

Review and Impact; OAuth 2.0 2:45pm – 3:30pm
Arpit Parikh, HCSC

Payer Updates; Integrating FHIR 3:30pm – 4:15pm
Heather Kennedy, Florida Blue

Wednesday, August 5, 2020

Networking with Solutions Providers 11:00am – 11:30am
Looking for a new product? Have questions about tools and resources? Our virtual exhibit hall is open for you to network with the industry’s leading solutions providers
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

WEDI Coffee Kickoff sponsored by CAQH 11:30am – 12:00pm

API Integration- “Simplified and Secured” Sponsored by axway 12:00pm – 12:30pm
Ravee Chinthakuntla, Axway

ONC/CMS Regulations; Privacy Potholes & Vulnerability 12:30pm – 1:30pm
Host- Ruby Raley, Axway
Dr. Walter Suarez, Kaiser Permanente
Brett Stringham, Optum
Paul Uhrig, The Commons Project Foundation
Networking with Solutions Providers
Visit our virtual exhibit hall and interact with industry leaders about their unique resources and solutions
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

Public Health Infrastructure and Surveillance; COVID 19
Dr. Adi Gundlapalli, CDC COVID-19 Response
Priyanka Surio, Association of State and Territorial Health Officials

Make Aware, Not Scare; Cybersecurity Current Trends
John Riggi, American Hospital Association
Robert Bastani, ASPR, Department of Health and Human Services

Thursday, August 6, 2020

Networking with Solutions Providers
Looking for a new product? Have questions about tools and resources? Our virtual exhibit hall is open for you to network with the industry’s leading solutions providers
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

WEDI Coffee Kickoff

Staying Ahead of the Curve; Creating a Sustainable and Scalable Health Plan Ecosystem
Kevin Deutsch, Softheon
Sponsored by Softheon

CORE Updates
Robert Bowman and Erin Richter Weber, CAQH CORE

The Role of X12 in a Changing Healthcare Landscape
Cathy Sheppard, X12

Networking with Solutions Providers
Visit our virtual exhibit hall and interact with industry leaders about their unique resources and solutions
https://wediu.org/exhibit-hall/

How Can We Improve Administrative Processes?
Jon Zimmerman, Holon Solutions
David Haugen, Minnesota Department of Health
Robert Tennant, MGMA
Mary Lynn Bushman, Anthem

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS